Abstract:
INTRODUCTION
Even though eryptosis of RBCs is similar to apoptosis in nucleated cells, we still lack specific knowledge about the full process. It is known that PS exposure on the outer leaflet is an indicator for this process and serves as a signal for macrophages to remove the affected cells [1] . On a pathological level, PS exposing cells have shown a tendency to form blood clots which can cause thrombosis [2] .
The process of PS exposure and the impact of involved factors are still being investigated. However, based upon current knowledge, the intracellular content plays a central role. An elevated intracellular concentration has an effect on proteins responsible for maintaining the distribution of lipids in the membrane leaflets. Such proteins include flippase and scramblase. When the scramblase (see e.g. Kaestner et al. [1] ) is activated it leads to PS exposure on the outer membrane leaflet (PS is normally located in the inner membrane leaflet only [3] ). As a side-effect, the Gardos channel is activated by the intracellular which leads to an efflux of potassium, accompanied by Ca 2+ , resulting in water loss and shrinkage of the cells. Normal cells are discocytes, whereas shrunken cells are transformed to echinocytes (for shapes of RBCs, see e.g. Lim et al. [4] ). In addition to the effect on the Gardos channel, intracellular Ca 2+ activates protein kinase C (PKC), which directly stimulates PS exposure in the outer membrane leaflet [1] . Considering these processes, it is obvious that Ca 2+ plays a key role in the exposure of PS. The increase of the intracellular Ca 2+ concentration can be induced by different activators.
With this goal, RBCs are isolated and incubated with either one of the activators: (i) lysophosphatidic acid (LPA) (ii) phorbol-12 myristate-13 acetate (PMA), or (iii) 4-bromo-A23187 (A23187). Each activator has a different effect on RBCs. LPA activates a non-selective voltage-dependent kation (NSVDC) channel, PMA activates the Protein Kinase C, and A23187 is a ionophore and serves as positive control. Detailed investigations using these three activators can be seen [1 -5] . Through use of these activators, the role of different factors on eryptosis can be investigated.
During the fluorescence imaging experiments, two types of images are obtained for analysis: (i) Brightfield images are regular grayscale images with mild noise and strong illumination gradients. In most images, the RBC density is relatively low, such that cells rarely overlap, but this is not always the case. Dealing with overlapping cells is important to obtain reliable results.
(ii) Fluorescence images were obtained by using Fluo-4 for Ca 2+ imaging (Fluo-4 binds intracellular Ca 2+ and thus stains the cell from inside) or annexin-FITC for PS imaging (annexin binds to PS on the outer membrane leaflet and leads to signals on the cellular membrane). The strength of the fluorescence signals depending on the used activators have to be detected.
A dominant degradation in these images is strong noise, which at times, resembles impulse noise. The signals of activated cells are often well-distinguishable from the background due to their brightness. Some images also display weak fluorescence signals that are easily overlooked. The light of strongly fluorescent cells is often scattered around them, leading to subtle illumination gradients in areas with many activated cells.
Contributions
Our goal is to present a robust, efficient and user-friendly automated image analysis tool that offers two main advantages: Firstly, it requires only very simple image processing methods, such as bandpass filtering, median filtering and thresholding. Reducing the number of parameters to a minimum and keeping run times low is crucial to deliver a reliable yet simple-to-use tool. Secondly, it is not necessary to train our system. In comparison, few attempts for automated blood cell counting and classification have been described in recent years. These publications focused on different goals and used different sorts of images. Noteworthy examples are the works of Hamouda et al. [6] (automated RBC counting for hemacytometers), Won et al. [7] , Hiremath et al. [8] (identification and differentiation of white blood cells) and Tomari et al. [9] . Other approaches, based on digital holographic microscopy require direct user-interaction for proper segmentation as described by Yi et al. [10] . In contrast to our system, machine learning techniques such as neuronal networks and supervised clustering are required within these approaches. Most images used in the other works are blood smear images with only minor perturbations.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Blood Sample Preparation
Human blood samples from healthy donors were obtained from the Institute of Clinical Hematology and Transfusion Medicine of Saarland University Hospital. These samples were treated with the anticoagulant EDTA and stored at in physiological solution (145 mM NaCl, 7.5 mM KCl, 10 mM glucose, 10 mM HEPES Tris, pH 7.4). They were used within one day.
The separation of RBCs was performed in three washing and centrifugation steps at 2000 g for 5 min at room temperature, such that the buffy coat and the blood plasma were removed.
The remaining sample was diluted with physiological solution and subsequently incubated with one of the activators (2.5 µM LPA, 6 µM PMA, 2 µM A23187). Each activator leads to a specific cellular reaction. LPA is released by blood platelets after their activation. It is known to activate a non-selective voltage-dependent cation channel in RBCs [5] . PMA activates PKC α which leads to PS exposure on the outer membrane leaflet [1] . As a positive control for an increased intracellular Ca 2+ content, A23187 is used in some experiments. It is an ionophore that directly leads to Ca 2+ uptake.
Fluorescence microscopy was performed in time steps ranging from 0 min to 30 min after activation, with pictures taken in 20 second intervals. For staining, either Fluo-4 (concentration 1 imaging) or annexin-FITC (concentration 4.5 µM; for PS imaging) were used. Both dyes can be excited at a wavelength 488 nm, but have different binding regions. Fluo-4 binds directly to intracellular Ca 2+ , leading to signals inside the cell. FITC binds on the outer cellular leaflet, leading signals on the cellular borders. For image acquisition, cells were kept in a petri dish.
The used fluorescence microscope is an Eclipse TE 2000-E from Nikon Corporation, which has a CCD77 Visitron System GmbH camera. Pictures were taken and saved with the software Metavue Visitron System.
Image Analysis Techniques
Depending on the image type, different tasks are to be solved and thus different processing steps need to be applied. Brightfield images require the detection of RBCs and the classification of their shapes as either discocytes or echinocytes (stomatocytes are rarely present in described experiments). Cell detection gives information on the location of each individual cell such that assigning the fluorescence signals in the corresponding fluorescence images becomes possible.
In case of brightfield images, the interest lies in the detection of the RBCs. We typically use grayscale images, which offer a decent resolution, but suffer from image degradations. Such degradations involve slowly varying illumination gradients and minor noise. These gradients result from either uneven illumination or shades of cells outside the focal plane. For brightfield image processing, a preprocessing step (subdivided into four single steps) and a cell recognition step are performed (as illustrated in Fig. 1 ).
Fig. (1).
Sequence of image processing steps for RBC detection.
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Noise and illumination gradients are addressed by using difference of Gaussians and median filtering. Difference of Gaussians is used as a band-pass filter, which only preserves elements of a specified frequency. This is done by subtracting two Gaussian-blurred images with different standard deviations from one another. In the underlying case, preserving high-frequent features such as the ones of RBCs is desirable, which is why a Gaussian-blurred image is subtracted from the original image (we are using the standard deviations σ 1 = 0 and σ 2 = 10). Illumination gradients and shades are effectively removed with this technique.
Afterwards, we remove noise using a median filter with a disc-shaped neighborhood of radius 2 pixels. As a sideeffect, the median filter is smoothing the image and preparing it for upcoming steps.
The next two preprocessing steps are used for extraction of the cell boundaries. This is done by calculating the gradient magnitude of the image. The gradient is approximated by means of central differences. Under normal conditions, it is favorable to apply some presmoothing beforehand or to apply Sobel operators. Due to the median filtering, the image is already presmoothed and no additional smoothing is necessary.
The resulting image contains information on the cell boundaries. Thresholding segments this image and allows the identification of important structures. For fast, automated threshold selection, Otsu's method [11] is used (the threshold is chosen such that it maximizes the between-class variance given in Eq. (1):
where µ 0 and µ 1 are the mean gray values of the resulting segments, µ total the mean gray value of the image, and w (T) the percentage of all pixels below the threshold T.
With the preprocessed image containing the relevant edge information, the Hough Transform [12] is used to find circular objects within the image and is the only step requiring user parameters; note that the preprocessing steps consisting of difference of Gaussians and median filtering work sufficiently well with fixed, predetermined parameters. The result is a dataset describing the properties of located circles, with data including circle position, area, radius, location, and score. The detected circles correspond to the RBCs found in the image.
After the detection of the RBCs has been performed, the task of classifying them according to their shape remains. This is done by measuring the variance inside the respective cell of the fully preprocessed image. The preprocessed image contains only information about the most relevant edges in the images and benefits from robustness with respect to illumination gradients. Following the observation that the texture of echinocytes is more complex than the flat one of discocytes, this technique allows for a robust and simple classification of these two cell shapes based on a threshold value, which can be adapted by the user. In order to exclude the edge of the cell borders, pixels at the cell boundaries are neglected.
RBCs with an increased fluorescence intensity are found to be activated by the experimenters. The classification of the program is based on the gray values inside the respective region in the fluorescence image. If the ratio of the mean value inside the region of the cell and the background region around it exceeds a user-defined threshold, we consider this cell as activated. A value based on expert experience is used for this purpose.
Since the ratio of gray values in the fluorescence images might be altered by contrast and brightness changes, an optional affine rescaling is offered as a means of normalization before measuring the fluorescence intensity.
RESULTS
The developed software was tested in a variety of experiments. Typical RBC images acquired during these experiments are shown in Fig. (2) .
In each case, the program's default parameters (difference of Gaussians with standard deviations σ 1 = 0 and σ 1 = 10; median filter with circular structuring element of radius 2; Hough transform with expected circle radius in range and a circle threshold of 130). The first results were generated by running the program on six different image sets and evaluating the program's results afterwards. The image sets resulted from experiments under various conditions (an overview is listed in Table 1 ). The program was executed on a system with an Intel Core i3-2330M CPU with 2.20 GHz, 4 GB RAM and a 64 bit version of the operating system Windows 7. Execution times are given in Table 2 . The first set serves as a negative control for fluorescence measurements since cells in the image were neither stained with a fluorescence dye nor treated with an activator. Cells are rather densely packed in some areas and require to cope with overlaps. In the second set cells were only treated with the dye Fluo-4, resulting in weak fluorescence signals. Around two thirds of all cells are echinocytes and very few cells are activated. In the third image set, the activator LPA was used, leading to rather weak signals for and a balanced amount of echinocytes and discocytes. Cells have plenty of room and did not overlap. Image set four used the activator PMA, resulting in some very strong cellular responses for . In this case echinocytes were not observed. The conditions are similar in the fifth image set, but cells were incubated for an extended period with A23187 (positive control), resulting in strong signals for . The last image set provides similar conditions, but the fluorescence dye FITC was used, leading to bright signals of PS at the outer cellular membrane.
As a statistical performance measure, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and accuracy were calculated. These values are based on the numbers of the true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) classification of the program in comparison to human experimenter annotations. If at least one of these values is 0, the calculation of the statistical values is not possible, resulting in an indeterminable value (labeled as NaN). For their defintion, refer to the Appendix.
One should note that the specificity and accuracy were not calculated for cell detection due to the difficulty of defining TN hits for this task. Fig. (3) illustrates the typical result of this cell recognition process. As shown in Fig. (4) , cell detection is generally very reliable, showing perfect or almost perfect positive predictive value. The very few detected false positive RBC detections result from overlapping cell borders in areas where RBCs are densely packed. The sensitivity proves that at worst, around of the cells are detected, but in sets with better image conditions higher values are easily achieved, such that all RBCs can potentially be recognized. . (4) . Sensitivity and positive predictive value for cell detection. The set numbers correspond to the set numbers in Table 1 . The labels refer to the respective image sets, the numbers in parenthesis are the calculated statistical values. The raw statistical values are listed in Appendix Table 3 .
Activation classification proves to be similarly robust. As shown in the plots in Fig. (5) , only image set 5 contains false negative hits, but otherwise the methods and default values of the algorithm work well and offer solid results. Sensitivity and positive predictive value are indeterminable in image set 1 since cells were not stained and thus no fluorescence signal could be measured. We are thus unable to calculate this value (labeled as NaN).
Fig. (5).
Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and accuracy for cell activation classification. The set numbers correspond to the set numbers in Table 1 . The labels refer to the respective image sets, the numbers in parenthesis are the calculated statistical values. The raw statistical values are listed in Appendix Table 4 . Fig. (6) . Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and accuracy for cell shape classification. The values relate to discocyte recognition. The set numbers correspond to the set numbers in Table 1 . The labels refer to the respective image sets, the numbers in parenthesis are the calculated statistical values. The raw statistical values are listed in Appendix Table 5 .
The plots in Fig. (6) , which relate to cell differentiation were generated with respect to the recognition of discocytes. As the plots indicate, these results are weaker than the previous ones. Even though the percentage of detected discocytes only drops below 70% in the image sets 1 and 4, the simple classification method based on the variance of an RBCs texture works. The lack of echinocytes in set 4 does however falsify the results, leading to an unreliable values for positive predictive value. The specificity can not be calculated. One could argue that there is still room for improvement, but considering the complexity of other potential classifiers, the results are still acceptable.
Additionally, the program's results were compared with the results of two different human experimenters. For this purpose, two experiments were conducted and the two human experimenters were asked to manually annotate the images. These annotated images were subsequently compared with the results generated by the program. For these experiments, cells were incubated with the dye Fluo-4 in a 2 mM Ca 2+ solution. One experiments served as a control (see Fig. 7a ), in the second one the activator PMA was used Fig. (7b) . Fig. (7) . Comparison of experimenter annotations with the program results. Plots indicate the results two experiments. In the first one, the activator PMA was deployed and a set of 8 brightfield images with their fluorescence counterparts were taken. The second experiment serves as a control experiment without activator with overal 9 brightfield images and corresponding fluorescence images. IN both cases, the dye Fluo-4 was used. The two experimenter annotations were considered as two different gold standards and used for calculating sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and accuracy. For the raw statistical values, refer to Appendix Tables 6 and 7. Sub Fig (a) depicts two plots for activation classifcation, Subfigure (b) shows two plots for shape classification for discocytes. Control describes the experiment without an activator, PMA denotes the experiment where the activator PMA was used. Results for the first experimenter are marked in black, while the values for the second experimenter are marked in white.
Cell activation state classification of the developed program in comparison to the results of the experimenters, shows in both experiments reliable results. The difference for the control experiment in terms of sensitivity and positive predictive value results from the fact that one experimenters annotated some RBCs as strongly responding, while the other experimenter annotated no cells in the set as strongly responding. The fact that some decisions for classification are subjective shows its consequences in the plots.
Cell shape classification shows more stable and also generally better results. Notable differences between expert annotation and program annotation are seen in the experiment were the activator PMA was used. In this case it is very important to note that these images contained stomatocytes which were classified as echinocytes. Up to this point, the program has been designed to differentiate between echinocytes and discocytes only, since stomatocytes are very rare in healthy individuals. For instance, stomatocytes usually make up less than 3% in healthy individuals. Individuals with hereditary stomatocytosis can have up to 30% (e.g., [13] ).
However, under in vitro conditions echinocytes and stomatocytes can occur in greater numbers. The "normal" discocytes are able to transform into either echinocytes or stomatocytes depending on a large variety of membrane and cytoplasmic parameters [4, 14 -16] . In addition a spontaneous shape change occurs if the RBCs are in contact with the glass surface [17] ). Futhermore, the interaction of RBCs with amphiphilic substances leads to the transformation of discocytes to echinocytes or stomatocytes depending on their membrane side of insertion. When the inner membrane leaflet is extended relative to the outer one, more stomatocytes are produced, when the outer membrane leaflet is extended relative to the inner one, more echinocytes are produced [18, 19] .
Therefore, there is only a small negative impact analysing blood from healthy individuals. Under in vitro conditions, a substantial negative impact has to be taken into consideration. This could be a reason why wrong classifications have a notably negative impact on the results and are the reason why sensitivity and accuracy are lower than in earlier plots. This incident shows that a more robust model would be favorable to deal with such rare, unexpected issues.
The plots presented in Fig. (7a) make it clear that the performance of the image analysis tool depends from the subjective decision of each expert. Especially activation state classification shows strong differences and revealed a weakness in terms of classification. However, the experimenters showed tolerance for the program's decision in corner cases, where differentiating between activation states for Ca 2+ was difficult. In these cases, the experimenters were willing to agree with the program, even when their own annotations were initially different. The true performance of the classifier can thus be considered to be better than Fig. (7a) indicates.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The methods for detecting and classifying RBCs are relatively fast and the generated results are reliable.
Cell detection works very well and recognizes most cells on the images. Images with ideal conditions lead to almost perfect or even perfect results, proving that the method for automated cell detection is a valid alternative to manual cell counting. Classification of fluorescence activation states and cell shapes also work surprisingly well, even if images suffer from minor perturbations. Yet again, it is obvious that images with conditions close to the underlying assumptions about noise and illumination yield the best results.
The possibilities that a combination of more advanced methods such as texture descriptors and other active contour models offer, suggest that cell detection and differentiation can be improved further, making the overall model more robust. As an alternative to the proposed methods, we also attempted to use more sophisticated methods. Applying active contour models such as geodesic active contours [20, 21] , the Chan-Vese model [22] , or statistical models like the one proposed by Zhang et al. [23] gave unsatisfactory results. This problem is largely caused by inconsistent illumination. Even subtle illumination inconsistencies are enough to influence segmentation with active contours negatively. A preprocessing with an edge-enhancing diffusion filter [24] did not yield notable improvements.
Machine learning approaches such as clustering and principal component analysis could offer alternative and possibly more reliable ways for cell state and cell shape classification.
Putting the possibilities of image analysis into perspective, it appears promising to view it as the foundation of upcoming findings. In comparison to other techniques, it is possible to identify more features that might be linked to biophysical processes. Flow cytometry for example, might have a higher throughput, but does not allow the classification of cell shapes and imposes cellular stress onto the RBCs. Extracting and interpreting visual features and their correlations will be the key for future projects and scientists might be able to use 2D information provided by the images for the approximation of 3D information, e.g. to calculate cellular volume based on theoretical models such as presented by Lim et al. [4] . Thus, in conjunction with innovative ideas and interdisciplinary knowledge, image analysis has the potential to become a powerful tool.
However, it is unlikely that high-throughput analysis methods such as flow cytometry will be substituted by image analysis methods in the near future. On the other hand, manual analysis of microscope images could be sped up considerably. Optimizing algorithms and using parallel computing methods are most promising and future projects will surely result in tools allowing for computer-aided data analysis in real time. 
